
I T ’ S  T I ME  TO  L I V E  W I TH O U T  B A R R I E R S



LivElite International redefines what is considered normal and helps individuals break down the barriers that  
currently hold them back from success and happiness in their individual lives. Whether it is too much month 

and not enough money, the cubical wall that you stare at, or the desire to use your time for what matters most, we 
believe life is meant to be enjoyed, not just endured. With LivElite International, you can truly live your life without 
barriers. 

LivElite International provides state-of-the-art success tools, websites, training, and financial compensation to give 
you every opportunity to learn, grow, and succeed in this business. We want to see you maximize this opportunity 
to improve your life.   
  
We recognize the hard work of our Distributors in this business and reward those efforts by paying up to 52% of the 
total Commissionable Volume through our compensation plan.   

LivElite International has combined the power of multiple payment structures and bonus plans to provide an  
exceptional financial opportunity for Distributors.  First, we leverage the long-term, proven stability of the Unilevel 
Plan. This creates financial motivation for growing and nurturing a team. With this structure comes the powerful 
bonus of Check-Matching. Next comes the team building dual system, or binary structure, that promotes teamwork  
and overall organizational growth. Combine this with customer commissions, sponsor bonuses, and additional  
global bonus pools, and what you get is a plan that works effectively to create both immediate financial rewards 
and long-term residual income. Whether you are looking to supplement your income, replace your income, or make 
life-changing income, LivElite International’s innovative compensation plan can help you reach your goals. 

Our compensation plan is a global plan, allowing you to participate in every market around the world where LivElite 
International is officially open for business.  As the company expands its reach, you can expand your business and 
take advantage of the global marketplace.   

LivElite International is committed to your success. We want to reward you for your efforts and see you reach your 
ultimate potential.  With our unique, exclusive products combined with our lucrative compensation plan, we can do 
just that. 
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At LivElite International, we believe that life is meant to be enjoyed, not just endured.
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THESE ARE BRIEF DEFINITIONS OF TERMS YOU WILL SEE USED THROUGHOUT THE 
COMPENSATION PLAN:

Active — The required PV amount for a given pay 
period to be eligible to earn commissions (you do 
not earn commissions on Personal Volume).

AutoShip — An automatic and convenient purchase  
program that ships product to you every month.

Binary Tree (Placement Tree) — The organizational 
structure with two legs of sponsorship often  
referred to as the Left Leg and the Right Leg.

Commissionable Volume (CV) — A value assigned  
to a product or service used to track business  
activity, qualifications, and to calculate earned 
commissions.  

Customers — Customers are LivElite International 
product consumers who purchase the product  
either directly from a distributor or from a  
distributor’s website.

Customer Commissionable Volume (CCV) — 
Any volume that has been generated through 
the sale of product to a customer.  (Orders must 
be placed directly with the company to track the  
volume.)

Distributors — Independent business owners who  
participate in the LivElite International opportunity 
and develop a sales organization to market 
the products.

Generation — A generation ends and another  
begins when a qualified MVP is found in a leg,  
regardless of depth.

Group Volume (GV) — The collective volume from  
all sales generated by Distributors (including their  
customers).

Leg — In the Binary Tree, there are only two legs 
of sponsorship permitted per distributorship–often  
referred to as the Left Leg and the Right Leg. Every  
distributor you personally sponsor and the people 
they sponsor, and so on, are placed in either the Left 
or Right Legs. 

Level — Where people are placed in the Unilevel 
Tree, with one person following another.

Line — A  descending  line  of  sponsorship starting 
with you in the Unilevel Tree. Each time you sponsor 
a new distributor a new line is created.
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D E F I N I T I O N S

New  Volume  — The volume generated from new  
Distributor and Customer sign ups and orders  
within the same calender month of enrollment.

Pay Leg — The Binary Team Leg  (left or right) that 
has the lesser amount of Group Volume (GV) at the 
end of a commissionable period. This may also be 
referred to as the “Lesser Leg.”

Personal  Volume  (PV) — The value assigned to a 
product or service that you personally consume.  
Personal Volume is not applied to commissionable 
volume.

Power Leg — The Binary Team Leg  (left or right) 
that has the greater amount of Group Volume (GV) 
at the end of a commissionable period. This may 
also be referred to as the “Strong Leg.”

Preferred  Customers — Customers purchasing  
products at distributor  pricing due to participation 
in the AutoShip program.

Qualified — An Active distributor with two personally  
sponsored, Active distributors, one on each Leg 
(right and left) in the Binary Tree. You must be 
Qualified to receive any team commissions or  
bonuses. 

Rank — Achievement levels  within the Compensation 
Plan.  Rank is used to calculate compensation (Pay 
Rank) as well as recognize highest achievement 
(Recognition or Title Rank).

Retail Profit — The profit earned on any product 
sold to a customer for a price higher than the 
price paid  by the distributor.

Rollover  Volume — Any unpaid volume in your 
greater leg rolls over to the following month as 
long as you maintain 50 PV. 

Sponsor — The person who introduced you to 
LivElite International and enrolled you into the 
business opportunity.

Starter Kit — A custom-built package with product 
and sales tools to help Distributors jump-start their 
business. Contents depend on the Kit chosen.

Unilevel  Tree  (Enrollment  Tree) — The people  
you enroll, the people they enroll, etc. (regardless of  
where they are placed in the binary structure).
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1. RETAIL SALES (Paid Monthly)

Retail sales are at the forefront of the LivElite International opportunity. As a LivElite International Distributor, when 
you sell product to retail customers (who are not Preferred Customers) in person or via your personalized website, 
you earn the difference between the wholesale price and the selling price. Products ordered from the website are 
sold to customers at the Suggested Retail Price and the commissions earned are paid monthly.

 Example:  A customer places a web order for product paying the retail price of $165. The wholesale price  
 for this product is $130. The distributor will earn $35 (the difference between retail $165 and $130 wholesale)  
 plus 130 GV will be assigned to their Level 1 volume.

A distributor must be Active with a minimum 50 PV to be eligible to receive retail commissions from web orders. When 
retailing LivElite International products directly to your customers, you can mark up the product whatever percentage 
you choose and you earn your retail profit immediately! Begin making money daily by sharing the products.

Note: Any orders from customers not on the LivElite International AutoShip program are considered retail sales. 
Once a customer signs up for AutoShip, they become a Preferred Customer. (See below.)

8  WAYS  TO  G E T  PA I D

2. PREFERRED CUSTOMER COMMISSIONS (Paid Monthly)

Preferred Customer commissions are pivotal to a solid residual income.  As your customers come to love these 
amazing products, they have the opportunity to order the products at a discount, provided they go on LivElite  
International’s AutoShip program. This benefits the customer significantly by offering them a discount on the  
products, as well as the opportunity to participate in customer incentive programs like our AutoShip Rewards  
Program. As a distributor, any personally sponsored Preferred Customer order generates a 25% commission from 
the purchase price of the product.  Preferred Customer Orders also generate Level 1 GV of 50% of the regularly  
attributed volume.  A distributor must be Active with a minimum 50 PV to be eligible to receive these commissions. 

  Example:  A customer signs up for a $130 Product AutoShip (this is the wholesale or Preferred Customer price), 
 turning them into a Preferred Customer. The Distributor attached to this Preferred Customer earns a Preferred  
 Customer commission of 25% of $130, which is $32.50, plus they would receive 50% of the normal GV on the Level 1  
 of their Unilevel Team.  So if this $130 had CV of 130, then the Distributor would receive 65 CV on their Level 1.

3. UNILEVEL TEAM COMMISSIONS (Paid Monthly)
Unilevel Team Commissions are the foundation for a stable residual income! Build a solid Distributor and customer 
base and receive commissions each month from product orders and/or re-orders generated in your organization 
down to nine (9) levels deep.1 

You must maintain Active status, and complete respective rank requirements, to be eligible to earn Unilevel Team 
Commissions. Compression maximizes the benefits of the Unilevel.2

1. The number of  
levels you are paid on 
depends upon your 
qualified Rank in the  
respective pay period.

2. You are paid on 
nine (9) Levels of  
Active Distributors lines.

UNILEVEL COMMISSIONS OUTLINE

Pro
Silver 
Pro

Gold 
Pro

Pearl Jade Sapphire Ruby Emerald Diamond
Blue

Diamond

Team 
Elites  

and Above

Level 1 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

Level 2 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

Level 3 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

Level 4 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%

Level 5 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%

Level 6 3% 3% 3% 3%

Level 7 3% 3% 3%

Level 8 2% 2%

Level 9 1%



1. A minimum Rank of Pearl must be attained to earn Binary Team Commissions.  Binary Team Commissions are paid on the volume of the Pay Leg (Lesser Leg) payout. An equal 
amount of GV is deducted from each Leg. 

2. Distributors who meet their rank’s sales qualifications are eligible to earn a Binary Team Commission as follows:                                                  
Pearl = 10%  |  Jade = 11%  |  Sapphire = 12%  |  Ruby = 12%  |  Emerald = 13%  |  Diamond = 14%  |  Blue Diamond = 15% 
Royal Team Elite = 16%  |  Presidential Team Elite = 17%  |  Imperial Team Elite = 18%  |  Crown Team Elite = 20% 

3. Rollover Rules: Should a Distributor become inactive, any accumulated rollover volume will be flushed and lost. Any unused volume from the Pay Leg will be reset to zero,  
and the unused volume from the Strong Leg will be  carried over. There is absolutely no roll over of Lesser Leg volume.  If a Distributor does not meet the minimum active  
requirement to be paid Binary Team Commissions, the volume on the Lesser Leg will flush without payment. Rollover volume is unlimited. However, only 50,000 of your  
rollover volume can be applied toward your commissions in a given month.   

4. Binary payout maximum is determined by rank. See chart for payout potential.  

5. The above chart shows potential earnings for each rank. However, in order to receive Binary Commissions, you must also meet Binary Commission requirements for each rank 
level. For example: at the rank of Pearl, you can now receive binary commissions IF you also fulfill the binary payout qualifications, which are to be an Active Distributor with 
100 PV and a Qualified Distributor, with one Active Distributor on each leg.
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4. BINARY TEAM COMMISSIONS (Paid Monthly)

Binary Team Commissions are an integral part of the LivElite International Compensation Plan. The  
Binary Team is derived from a dynamic structure that compensates you for successfully generating sales  
volume within your Binary Tree (Placement Tree) and motivating your downline to do the same. Earn on the sales 
of those distributors you, your upline, and your downline place within your Binary Tree.1

The Binary Tree has two sides, a Left Team and a Right Team, either of which can be the Power Leg (Strong Leg) 
or the Pay Leg (Lesser Leg) on any given commissionable period. The LivElite International Compensation Plan 
allows you to earn up to 20% on the group volume (GV) of the Pay Leg.2-4

To start your Binary Team, you must have two (2) personally sponsored Distributors, one on the Left Team and 
one on the Right Team. Each must generate at least 50 PV.
 
To remain Qualified for Binary Team Commissions, you must maintain the PV requirement and develop at least two 
(2) personally sponsored Distributors – one on the Left Team and one on the Right Team – helping each generate  
a minimum 50 PV within the commissionable period. 5

When you maintain your Active Status, you are allowed to roll over any unpaid volume in your Power Leg to the next  
commissionable period.4

Pearl Jade Sapphire Ruby Emerald Diamond
Blue

Diamond

Royal 
Team 
Elite

Presidential
Team Elite

Imperial 
Team 
Elite

Crown
Team 
Elite

PV 100 100 100 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200

Binary Team
Commission 
%

10% 11% 12% 12% 13% 14% 15% 16% 17% 18% 20%

Monthly  
Binary 
Commissions 
Potential

$1,000 $2,500 $5,000 $10,000 $15,000 $20,000 $40,000 $160,000 $160,000 $160,000 $160,000



5. CHECK-MATCHING BONUS (Paid Monthly)

Earn Check-Matching Bonuses of up to 20% on the Unilevel Team Commissions of your personally spon-
sored Distributors. Plus, earn up to 10% Check-Matching bonuses on up to three (3) additional generations. 
Generations are based on MVP rank compression.

Check-Matching Bonuses encourage Sponsors to mentor and help develop distributors deep within their or-
ganization. This bonus pays on the activity of your Unilevel Tree. Therefore, the placement of a downline dis-
tributor within your Binary Team structure does not affect your Check-Matching Bonus payout.

To receive these commissions, you must be Active and Qualified and meet ALL of the respective requirements 

for the paid-at Rank.  (See rank qualifications.)

UNILEVEL CHECK-MATCHING BONUS OUTLINE

Paid Rank Jade Sapphire Ruby Emerald Diamond
Blue Diamond and 

Above

Generation 1 10% 10% 20% 20% 20% 20%

Generation 2 10% 10% 10% 10%

Generation 3 10% 10%

Generation 4 10%
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6. SPONSOR BONUSES (Paid Weekly)

The Sponsor Bonus is a great way to start earning money immediately.  As you build your team with LivElite 
International, each time you sponsor a new Distributor that purchases a qualifying Starter Kit, you will earn 
between $25 to $100 on each Kit sold.  There are no limits to the number of Starter Kits you can sell.  The actual 
amount of this bonus depends upon the qualifying Kit sold and the published bonus amount of that Kit.  

A distributor must be Active with a minimum 50 PV at the time of the bonus payout to be eligible to receive 
this bonus.



7. UPLINE BONUSES* (Paid Weekly)

The Upline Bonus rewards you for spending your valuable time to help your personally enrolled Distributors 
succeed with LivElite International.  This bonus is paid on up to two (2) levels of your Unilevel Team.  

  Level 1:  As you help your personally enrolled Distributors sponsor new Distributors into the business   
 with a  qualifying Starter Kit, you will earn a cash bonus based on each qualifying Starter Kit sold.   
 There are no limits to the number of people they can sponsor.  The actual amount of this bonus  
 depends upon the qualifying Kit sold and the published bonus amount of that Kit.  

  Level 2:  This bonus is also paid on the next level of Distributors on your team.  All new Distributors  
 that your Level 3 people sponsor with a qualifying Kit will earn a cash bonus.
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The Upline Bonus is always paid.  

  Example:  If the sponsoring distributor in your second level is inactive, the bonus will roll up to the next  
 Active and Qualified Distributor.

A Distributor must be active with a minimum 100 PV in the last 30 days and purchase a Starter Kit to be  
eligible to receive this bonus.

*The Upline Bonus is not available for distributors in the US & Canada.

Level 1  
Sponsor Bonus

Level 2  
Upline Bonus

Level 3  
Upline Bonus

L1 = Personally Sponsored Distributors

YOU



8. LEADERSHIP BONUS POOLS (Paid Monthly)

The Leadership Bonus Pool is for distributors who achieve the Diamond rank or higher. The Distributor shares 
a percentage of the Bonus Pool based on their rank.

Diamond Pool
1% of global company commissionable volume.  Diamond level or above. Distributors at each rank share the 
percentages shown.

Royal  
Team Elite

Presidential  
Team Elite

Imperial  
Team Elite

Crown  
Team Elite

% of Leadership 
Pool

40% 30% 20% 10%

Diamond
Blue  

Diamond
Royal  

Team Elite
Presidential 
Team Elite

Imperial & Crown 
Team Elite

% of Leadership 
Pool

30% 20% 15% 15% 20%

Team Elite Pool
1% of global company commissionable volume.  Team Elite levels or above.
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RANK QUALIFICATIONS

Rank To Achieve Rank

Pro Become a LivElite International Distributor. Must be Active at a minimum 50 PV.

Silver Pro
Do one of the following: 1) Be Active with a minimum 50 PV and generate 500 CCV OR 2) Be Active at 
50 PV and Qualified, and generate 1,000 GV in your Unilevel Tree in each calendar month.

Gold Pro
Do one of the following: 1) Be Active with a minimum 50 PV and generate 1,000 CCV OR 2) Be Active 
with a minimum 50 PV and Qualified, and generate 2,000 GV in your Unilevel Tree in each calendar 
month. At least one (1) of your personally enrolled Distributors must be Qualified.

Pearl

Do one of the following: 1) Be Active with a minimum 100 PV and generate 2,000 CCV OR 2) Be Active 
with a minimum 100 PV and Qualified. Accumulate 4,000 GV each calendar month from the sales of  
your Unilevel organization, with no more than 40% of the GV coming from a single Unilevel leg.  At 
least two (2) of your personally enrolled distributors must be Qualified (one on each Binary Leg: 1-Left 
Leg, 1-Right Leg) and you maintain a minimum of 1,000 Lesser Leg volume.

Jade

Do one of the following: 1) Be Active with a minimum 100 PV and generate 5,000 CCV OR 2) Be Active 
with a minimum 100 PV and Qualified. Accumulate 10,000 GV each calendar month from the sales 
of  your Unilevel organization, with no more than 40% of the GV coming from a single Unilevel leg. At 
least three (3) of your personally enrolled Distributors must be Qualified with at least one (1) Quali-
fied Distributor on each Binary Leg, right and left, and you maintain a minimum of 2,000 Lesser Leg 
volume.

Sapphire

Be Active with a minimum 100 PV each calendar month. Accumulate at least 20,000 GV each calendar 
month from the sales of your Unilevel organization, with no more than 40% of the GV coming from a 
single Unilevel leg. At least four (4) of your personally enrolled distributors must be Qualified (2-Left 
Leg, 2-Right Leg) and you maintain a minimum of 4,000 Lesser Leg volume.

Ruby

Be Active with a minimum 200 PV each calendar month. Accumulate at least 50,000 GV each calen-
dar month from the sales of your Unilevel organization with no more than 40% of the GV coming from 
a single Unilevel leg. At least six (6) of your personally enrolled distributors must be Qualified (3-Left 
Leg, 3-Right Leg) and you maintain a minimum of 10,000 Lesser Leg volume.

Emerald

Be Active with a minimum 200 PV each calendar month. Accumulate at least 100,000 GV each calen-
dar month from the sales of your Unilevel organization with no more than 40% of the GV coming from 
a single Unilevel leg. At least six (6) of your personally enrolled distributors must be Qualified (3-Left 
Leg, 3-Right Leg) and you maintain a minimum of 20,000 Lesser Leg volume.

Diamond

Be Active with a minimum 200 PV each calendar month. Accumulate at least 200,000 GV each cal-
endar month from the sales of your Unilevel organization with no more than 40% of the GV coming 
from a single Unilevel leg. At least eight (8) of your personally enrolled distributors must be Qualified 
(4-Left Leg, 4-Right Leg) and you maintain a minimum of 40,000 Lesser Leg volume.

Blue  
Diamond

Be Active with a minimum 200 PV each calendar month. Accumulate at least 400,000 GV each cal-
endar month from the sales of your Unilevel organization with no more than 40% of the GV coming 
from a single Unilevel leg. At least eight (8) of your personally enrolled distributors must be Qualified 
(4-Left Leg, 4-Right Leg) and you maintain a minimum of 80,000 Lesser Leg volume.

Royal 
Team 
Elite

Be Active with a minimum 200 PV each calendar month. Accumulate at least 750,000 GV each calen-
dar month from the sales of your Unilevel organization with no more than 40% of the GV coming from 
a single Unilevel leg. At least ten (10) of your personally enrolled distributors must be Qualified (5-Left 
Leg, 5-Right Leg) and you maintain a minimum of 150,000 Lesser Leg volume.

Presidential 
Team 
Elite

Be Active with a minimum 200 PV each calendar month. Accumulate at least 1,000,000 GV each 
calendar month from the sales of your Unilevel organization with no more than 30% of the GV coming 
from a single Unilevel leg. At least ten (10) of your personally enrolled distributors must be Qualified 
(5-Left Leg, 5-Right Leg) and you maintain a minimum of 150,000 Lesser Leg volume.

Imperial
Team 
Elite

Be Active with a minimum 200 PV each calendar month. Accumulate at least 2,000,000 GV each 
calendar month from the sales of your Unilevel organization with no more than 30% of the GV coming 
from a single Unilevel leg. At least ten (10) of your personally enrolled distributors must be Qualified 
(5-Left Leg, 5-Right Leg) and you maintain a minimum of 150,000 Lesser Leg volume.

Crown
Team 
Elite

Be Active with a minimum 200 PV each calendar month. Accumulate at least 5,000,000 GV each 
calendar month from the sales of your Unilevel organization with no more than 30% of the GV coming 
from a single Unilevel leg. At least ten (10) of your personally enrolled distributors must be Qualified 
(5-Left Leg, 5-Right Leg) and you maintain a minimum of 150,000 Lesser Leg volume.
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